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A Master Networker & Connector, Amour's passion lies in connecting investors with
opportunities in the tech space. She has worked cross-culturally in several verticals in
regions like Africa, Middle East, South East Asia, USA and Europe. A sustainability
advocate and tech junkie, she has chaired several financial and investment
conferences in Europe and has an excellent track record for hosting successful events
in the tech space. She has extensive experience in advertising, marketing, sales,
project management and event planning, having held various international senior
executive management positions in a number of companies worldwide. 
 
With a background in film and advertising, Amour enjoyed a stint as Executive
Producer at LA-based film production company, Production Inc. - producers of
Quentin Tarantino's film "Hostel" which was directed by Eli Roth. Other films the
company co-produced included "A League of Extraordinary Gentlemen" starring Sean
Connery, and "Running Scared" starring the late Paul Walker. 
 
A consummate professional, Amour is also highly active on LinkedIn, with 15k+
followers.
 
PERSONAL RECOMMENDATIONS:
 
"Amour went beyond imaginable limits to coordinate and plan the beautiful and
intimate Black Forest Tech Investment Symposium in such an incredible space.
Self-driven, laser focus, energy and passion is her recipe for bringing investors and
opportunities together. She also has a great understanding of how to deliver quality
and relevant content to her audience. I highly recommend her as an event organiser,
presenter, dot-connector, networker and world-class human being!
Leslie Maliepaard - Senator, World Business Angels Investment Forum (Ireland)
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"For over 25 years, I have been attending conferences with a wide variety of
orientations. Technology meets Money is an interesting combination. Technology is
complex. Fast moving. Technologists often think in terms of opportunities. Investors,
on the other hand, are like shy deers. Restrained. Often thinking in terms of risks.
Amour Setter has this talent to bring these people together. She has a brilliant
network. She is listening patiently. She is understanding fast. And on top of that, she
is great in organizing. So everything goes right in the few moments of encounters.
I am glad to have experienced Amour when I was recently one of the moderators and
can only highly recommend her and her capabilities."
Markus Otto - Managing Partner, MHOC (Germany)
 
"Attended one of Amour's recent events and it was an incredible crowd she gathered
together in a fabulous setting to make lasting connections. I would always endorse
her. Her network is strong and real!!!"
Sebastian Blum - Co-founder & Partner at Greenfield One (Germany)
 
"Amour organized the Black Forest Tech Investment Symposium 2019. The
symposium took place in a very nice location in a rather private and informal
environment. This made it very easy to get in contact with all other participants. Amour
created a great atmosphere with a program of well-selected speakers. Amour was
extremely passionate about the event and made all participants feel very comfortable.
Thanks a lot, Amour, for giving me the chance to participate in this special event! It
was definitely worth the time!"
Dr. Eric Bade - Co-founder at Cryptoz Liechtenstein (Liechtenstein)
 
"The Black Forest Investment Summit was one of the best conceived and executed
investment gathering I've attended. The selection of attendees was of course prime,
but the size and choice of venue contributed to an enabling environment that
facilitated exchange of ideas and bridging usual formalities, enabling participants to
part with new friendships. My highest respect and thanks go to Amour, who set this
spark into reality!"
Christopher Mbanefo - Founder - OXÏ-ZEN PROGRAM (Switzerland)
 
 
"Had the pleasure of attending one of Amour´s matchmaking events. She has an
outstanding skill in terms of putting the right people together. With her brilliant people
skills, knowledge and preparations she makes sure you get your time and money
worth. I can highly recommend working with Amour. Thank you Amour."
Hakon Harberg - Investor (Norway)
 
 
 
 
 
 



“I would like to take the opportunity to thank you one more time for the great event you
and your team organized and realized in the beautiful Baur-au-Lac in Zurich. For me,
it was a very enlightening event. I have very seldom learned so much in such a short
time.It goes without saying that the topics are of great interest as digitalization and
everything around this world is having more and more an impact on our daily life. I will
share some of the information with my colleagues and friends as I believe it will affect
us all.”
Paul A. Schuetz - Edrofin Asset Management AG (Family Office, Switzerland)
 
"As an international firm producing high-end software for businesses, governments
and family offices, in sponsoring any event it is critical that we reach the right
audience in the most effective way. At Kukhula-Tech's Investment Summit in Zurich,
Amour Setter, Michael Ussery and their team clearly showed they have the necessary
experience, know-how, sensitivity and network to bring together highly selective
investors and hand-picked opportunities in an open, intimate and exceptionally
positive atmosphere."
Luis d'Almeida, Co-Founder & CFO - Privus (Event Gold Sponsor - Portugal)
 
"I attended the Blockchain Summit in Malta. Amour did a stellar job organizing the
investors despite the failure of the event organizer. She went above and beyond."
Matthew Kurtin - In Colour Capital (Canada)
 
"I can highly recommend Amour as she has been instrumental in making our
participation as VIP Investors in the Malta Blockchain Summit 2018 a great success.
She combines exceptional organisational skills with a great personality and elegant
style. A real pleasure to work with!"
Steven Deurloo - Investor (Netherlands)
 
 
 
 


